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QUESTION 1

What does the following SQL statement do? execute function task("reset sysadmin", "admindbs"); 

A. Renamessysadmin database to admindbs. 

B. Purges all "mon_*" tables in sysadmin database as user admindbs. 

C. Turns the whole Database Scheduler off and finally dropssysadmin database. 

D. Lockssysadmin database in exclusive mode and recreates it in dbspace admindbs. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Which is NOT valid information in the SQLHOSTS connectivity file (or on windows the SQLHOSTS registry key)? 

A. Connection type. 

B. Number of listener threads. 

C. Host name and service name. 

D. Database server name or alias. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

What is a requirement for online attach/detach of fragments? 

A. The table cannot have constraints. 

B. The table must have a unique index. 

C. The table must have a remainder fragment. 

D. The table fragmentation scheme and the index fragmentation scheme must be identical. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

On which node of an Informix H/A cluster can you execute an external backup without disturbing cluster operations? 

A. Primary 

B. Shared disk secondary 



C. Remote standalone secondary 

D. High-availability data replication secondary 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Given the following SQL command where the DBSPACETEMP onconfig and environment variables are set to valid
dbspaces: 

createtemp table mytemp (columns) with no log; 

inwhat order will the instance evaluate where to place this table? 

A. DBSPACETEMP environment variable, rootdbspace, dbspace where the database was created, DBSPACETEMP
onconfig parameter. 

B. DBSPACETEMP environment variable, DBSPACETEMPonconfig parameter, dbspace where the database was
created, root dbspace. 

C. DBSPACETEMPonconfig parameter variable, DBSPACETEMP environment variable, root dbspace, dbspace where
the database was created. 

D. DBSPACETEMPonconfig parameter variable, root dbspace, dbspace where the database was created,
DBSPACETEMP environment variable. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

Assuming you have a table with a replicate defined. A Flexible Grid procedure is executed changing data in that table.
What statement about replication of the changes is true? 

A. The changes cannot be replicated. 

B. The changes are replicated by default. 

C. You have to callifx_set_erstate( ) to replicate changes. 

D. Only changes to primary key columns can be replicated. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

Which two statements are true for onbar only but not for ontape? (Choose two.) 

A. It can apply external programs using filters. 

B. It can restart a restore from the place it failed. 



C. It can back up to or restore from cloud storage. 

D. It can restore data to a given point in time (PIT). 

E. It can execute an external backup and restore. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 8

Which statement about automatic space management is true? 

A. Spaces cannot be extended manually. 

B. Onlyunmirrored spaces can be extended. 

C. Mirrored andunmirrored spaces can be extended. 

D. The time interval for low storage space checks is not user configurable. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

Which Windows utility is used to configure the SQLHOSTS registry key? 

A. ilogin 

B. instmgr 

C. setnet32 

D. oncmsm 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

Which of the following is NOT a step in setting up HDR for the first time? 

A. Take a level 0 backup of the primary. 

B. Useoninit -v to bring up the secondary. 

C. Execute a physical restore on the secondary. 

D. Useonmode -d to specify the secondary instance name. 

Correct Answer: B 

 



QUESTION 11

Which statement is true when creating a table through a Grid operation with the replication option enabled? 

A. A separate replicate set is created for each table. 

B. ERKEY shadow columns are automatically added to the table. 

C. The replication for the table is defined with the always apply conflict resolution rule. 

D. All servers in the Enterprise Replication domain are included as participants in the replicate created. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

Which of the following gives a good initial estimate for the physical log size? 

A. 110% ofrootdbs. 

B. 110% the default buffer pool. 

C. 110% of the logical log space. 

D. 110% of combined buffer pool. 

Correct Answer: D 
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